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What is Quantum Key Distribution?
For example, it is easy to calculate the product of two large

The Need for Key
Distribution

prime numbers, but much harder to factor the product to

Encryption is an essential part of data security. It provides a

Its security is threatened by weak random number generators,

fundamental layer of protection that shields conﬁdential data
from exposure to attacks. It is needed to protect information
transferred across telecommunications networks, as well as
residing in ﬁles and databases.
The most secure and widely used methods to protect the
conﬁdentiality and integrity of data transmission are based on
symmetric cryptography. Even better security is delivered with
a mathematically unbreakable form of encryption called a
one-time pad, whereby data is encrypted using a truly random
key of the same length as the data being encrypted. In both
cases, the main practical challenge is how to securely share
the keys between the concerned parties.

Current Key Distribution
Approaches
Key distribution is the process of sharing cryptographic keys
between two or more parties to allow them to securely share
information.
A simple though non-scalable method for sharing symmetric
keys is for the parties to physically meet in a secure
environment and agree on shared secret keys. Current key
distribution techniques are more pragmatic than that, and can
be performed at any distance. They almost universally use

derive the primes.
This key distribution approach presents multiple challenges.
advances to CPU power, new attack strategies, and the
emergence of quantum computers. Quantum computers will
ultimately render much of today's encryption unsafe. A
particular concern is that data encrypted today can be
intercepted and stored for decryption by quantum computers
in the future. In 1977, a seminal article on public key
cryptography in Scientiﬁc American estimated that it would
take 40 quadrillion years to crack a message asymmetrically
encrypted with the RSA-129 cipher. In actuality, it was cracked
less than 20 years later, within six short months, by using a
distributed network of computers. To stay ahead of the trend,
ever increasingly larger asymmetric keys are required to
securely distribute symmetric keys.
All these factors, especially the continued progress in
quantum information processing, make it necessary to rethink
how to securely distribute cryptographic keys.

What is Quantum Key
Distribution?
Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) addresses these challenges
by using quantum properties to exchange secret information
-- such as a cryptographic key, -- which can then be used to
encrypt messages that are being communicated over an

public key ciphers, such as RSA, Diﬃe-Hellman, and ECC to

insecure channel. The security of QKD relies on fundamental

agree upon and exchange symmetric keys. These secret keys

laws of nature, which are invulnerable to increasing

can then be used for encryption, for example with AES or OTP

computational power, new attack algorithms or quantum

encryption systems.

computers. It is secure against the most arbitrarily powerful
eavesdroppers.

The Challenges of Conventional Key Distribution
The security of the public key ciphers that are used to
distribute symmetric keys relies on the strength of
mathematical problems and limiting assumptions on the

QKD eﬀectively addresses the challenges confronting classic
key distribution approaches, by providing a provably secure
cryptographic building block for remote parties to share
cryptographic keys. For the highest security requirements,
QKD even enables the continuous generation and sharing of
truly random one-time pad keys.

capabilities of the attacker. These ciphers are based upon
mathematical calculations that are simple to compute, but
require an infeasible amount of processing power to invert.
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How does QKD Work?
The security of QKD is based on a fundamental characteristic
of quantum mechanics: The act of measuring a quantum

amplitude and phase quadratures of a coherent laser, and
can then be measured by the receiver using homodyne
detectors. Example protocols include Silberhorn (2002)3 and
Grangier (2003)4.

system disturbs the system. Thus, an eavesdropper trying to

Both of these approaches have been proven to be

intercept a quantum exchange will inevitably leave detectable

information-theoretically secure5,6 even in the presence of an

traces. The legitimate exchanging parties can decide either to

attacker or eavesdropper.

discard the corrupted information, or reduce the information
available to the eavesdropper to nought by distilling a shorter
key.

The Path Forward

A QKD implementation typically includes the following

Since practical protocols emerged starting in the 1980’s and

components:

1990’s, QKD has evolved into a thriving experimental ﬁeld, and

• A ﬁber or free-space quantum channel to send quantum

is rapidly becoming a solid commercial proposition. Multiple

states of light between the transmitter (Alice) and receiver
(Bob). This channel does not need to be secured

but authenticated communication link between
• Athepublic
two parties to perform post-processing steps and distill
a correct and secret key

QKD networks have been implemented around the globe, and
more are in progress. The technology has been steadily
improving, expanding the distances and information rates
achieved. Recent COW7 (Coherent One Way) deployments
have exceeded 300 km8.

• A key exchange protocol that exploits quantum properties

The Quantum-Safe Security Working Group (QSSWG) was

to ensure security by detecting eavesdropping or errors,

formed within the Cloud Security Alliance to help promote the

and by calculating the amount of information that has been

adoption of technologies that will protect data even after

intercepted or lost

quantum computing becomes readily available. QKD is one of
the technologies recommended by the QSSWG to protect and
future-proof data against developments to computer power,
new attack strategies, weak random number generators, and
the emergence of quantum computers.
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in many real-world scenarios.
The ﬁrst approach is Discrete Variable QKD, which encodes
quantum information in discrete variables and uses single
photon detectors to measure the received quantum states.
Examples are the BB84 protocol1 and the E912 protocol.
A second approach is continuous-variable QKD (CV-QKD). In
this approach, the quantum information is encoded onto the
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